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Compare and contrast ideas – China and Japan  
 

I. Read the sentences and classify them. Put “CM” for comparison and “CT” for 
contrast to the sentences. Also underline the words used to compare and contrast. 
 

1. ____ Both China and Japan are in Asia. 

2. ____ However, there are differences between them. 

3. ____ While China is communist, Japan is a monarchy. 

4. ____ Although China and Japan have strong economies, Japan is richer. 

5. ____ Chinese people are free, but political participation remains them limited. 

6. ____ Also in language and some customs between these two countries are similar. 

7. ____ The language of Japan is Japanese, while the language in China is Chinese.  

8. ____ On the other hand, China has so much more diversity than Japan. 

9. ____ China also has cultural diversity. 

10. ____ While Japanese people are very polite and quiet, they tend to create barriers  

         and not tell their honest feelings. 

11. ____ The main religions in China are Buddhism, Chinese folklore, Taoism, and  

          Confucianism, but they are still minorities. 

12. ____ In Japan, they practice capitalism to the hilt. On the other hand, China is  

         building socialism. 

II. Complete the text using the words from the box. 
 

 

both - however – while – contrast – the other hand 
 

 
Both of the countries are found in Eastern Asia. 1) _________________, there are 
differences in terms of their culture, language, education and population. China is located 
between Vietnam and North Korea. Japan, on the other hand, is located east of the 
Korean Peninsula. 
 
2) ___________________ the Chinese food is spicy, the Japanese food is far less spicy. 
Chinese food consists of beef, pork, chicken and duck. On3)  ___________________, 
Japanese people prefer seafood. 4)  ___________________ Chinese and Japanese 
manipulate the chopsticks to dining. In most of time, they don’t need the knife and fork. 
 
The Chinese culture has a lot of fascinating things from other European countries. In  
5) ___________________, Japan has an isolated culture because it is an island. 
 
In Japan, they practice capitalism to the hilt. However, China is building socialism. 
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